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Tachistoscope Studies of Word Perception Abilities
in the Second Grade
Introduction
Two v/idely recognized approaches to the teaching of
primary reading, primarily in regerd to word perception
are - the intrinsic phonic method and the, word as a unit,
method. It is the purpose of this study to attempt to prove
which of these methods, if either, is preferable.
Phonetic training, as defined by Gates,^ is, in essence,
a form of study of isolated word forms. In its essence, it
consists in dealing with the visual elements - the letters
or letter combinations of word forms, the relations of these
elements to word sounds, and the means of translating the
former into the latter, Basally, phonetic analysis has noth-
ing to do v/lth word meanings; it is concerned vd. tii the forms
of individual words. In practice, phonetic training has
largely consisted in study of isolated words.
The following studies and recommendations are typical,
perhaps, of the present status of opinions upon phonics.
Garrison and Heard" in an experi./jental study of the
value of the teaching of direct phonics as compared to in-
trinsic phonics (or word as \mit;, observed the follov/ing
tendencies
.
1, Gates, A, I, Interest and Ability in Reading
2, Garrison, C, and Heard, M. T, "An Experimental Btudy
of the Value of Phonetics," Peabody
Journal of Education 9:9-14 July 1951
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21, Training in direct phonics made children more inde-
pendent in pronunciation of v/ords.
2. Children with no phonic training made smoother and
better readers in lower grades,
3, In grades one and two, bright children v/ere helped
mere by phonics than were dull children,
4. The children who had phonic training appeared to do
better in spelling.
Gates ^in his study of the relative merits of Intrinsic
and direct phonics disclosed differences favoring the intrin-
sic phonic approach. None of the differences, however, were
statistically significant,
Gray‘* reports that pupils trained in phonics become slow
readers, enjoy the reading a little and often have confused
ideas. Witty and Kopel^maintain that the most generally ac-
cepted indictment of phonics is the extreme v/ord conscious-
ness or element awareness that results from its over-emphasis,
when reduced to their elements most words offer a phonetic
maze througji which children wander. Thus word meaning is
frequently vitiated by attention to minute details,
i
3. Gates, A. I. The Improvement of Reading. Revised Edition:
Macmillan, New York, 1935.
4. Gray, W. S. Report of the Nat’l Com. on Reading. 24th year-
book of the Nat'l Society for the Study of Ed,
5. Witty, P. and Kopel, D. "The Place of Phonetics in a Read-
ing Program." Educational Adm, and
Sup, May ' 37
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3Phonic attack must come but when - question, Dolch and
Bloomster . The general agreement is that it must follov/ some
certain amount of si^t recognition. Phonic attack means the
use of generalizations about how letters are sounded. To
learn phonic analysis and use the results of such analysis
surely requires more mental ability than that used in sight
recognition, or at least, a different type of mental ability,
t
Mary D, Reed "^contributes the phase that children should
begin to attack v/ords first from context. If context falls,
they should attack them phonetically.
Burbank,^ however, disagrees with other authorities, and
insists that the linglish language is phonetic to a marked
degree, A word is said to be phonetic when some aspect or
puality indicates pronunciation and when no element in the
word ostensibly misleads the reader. Of 3,381 monosyllabic
words commonly tau^t to children, only 297 are unphonetic.
The latter are words which must be learned as sight words.
Townsend^ believes that many children develop their own system
of remembering words, and seem to get along fairly well in
reading without any phonetic instruction.
6, Dolch, a, and Bloomster, M, "Phonic Readiness" El,
Bchool Journal - Nov, '37.
7, Reed, M. D. "In Developing Word Mastery Skills." educa-
tion 56 - Sept, ‘35.
8, Burbank, HI. D, "Phonetics in the Rlem,, Grades for Teach-
ers of Normal Children."
9, Townsend, W, B, "The In striaetion" - Jan. '38,
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However, there are many children v/ho need definite instruc-
tion in order to help them acquire a technique which will
enable them to master unfamiliar words.
The word as a unit, or look and say, method is that of
teaching the word as a whole, - the sound being associated
with the total visual form as a unit. Smith^j® in his book, '’The
Reading process" points out that in actual practice the word
method works admirably at first, but as the stock of words in-
creases it becomes less and less effective since it depends
purely on memory and develops in the pupil no independent
power over word mastery, qates^-ln his studies of methods
adopted by children in their lessons in learning to recognize
words, found that a large proportion examine the various parts
of the word - lorm until some minor character strikes their
attention. As they study the small ^roups of words w^hich con-
stitute the lesson, they continue to isolate and fixate this
character. But as children continue to encounter nev/ words,
the limitations and defects of this method are apparent.
Betts,~^in his "prevention and Correction of Reading Difficul-
ties" states that systems of beginning, reading in which phon-
ics or any other methoa for the teaching of word recognition
10. Smith, W. A. "The Reading Prc>g,ress" - ’25.
11. Gates
,
A. I. "New Methods in Primary Reading" - ’23.
12. Betts E. A. "Prevention and Correction of Reading
Difficulties
.

5are emphasized have been relegated to the dusty collections
of the past. Scientifically minded investigators contribut-
ing to a better understanding of the nature of reading diffi-
culties have caused educators to reappraise their thinking
in this respect. Gates -^phasizes the importance of ”ver-
sality of v/ord attack.” Smith^emphas izes the need of a
"variety of cues and clues.” Smith^^who made an investiga-
tion of how children attack new words who had been given no
training in word analysis, found the children made use of
context and picture clues. The analyzing and synthesizing
of compound words and the analyzing of large words to find
small words within was also one of the methods. Again we
return to Betts vfrho states that although the pendulum has
swung from extreme phonetic systems to no phonetic instruc-
tion, most writers believe that some phonetic skills should
be part of the child’s equipment for Independent recognition
of new words
,
13. Gates
,
A. I. New Methods in Primary Reading - *23.
14. Smith, N. B. "The Unit Activity Reading Series.”
Teacher’s Guide for the First year.
15. Smith, N. B. "The construction of First Grade Reading
Material.” Journal of Ed. Research,
Feb. ’28.
16. Betts E. A. prevention and correction of Reading
Difficulties
.
t
6O’Donnell and carey’^believe that undoubtedly the first means
a child uses to distinguish the visual form of one word from
that of another is general configuration. Airplane is dis-
tinguished from cow because it is longer, because it has as-
cending and descending letters. Word recognition thorough
general configuration, hov/ever, soon loses its value, because
cow and come are not different enough to be accurately recog-
nized by this method alone. However, using the words of
their sight vocabulary as a basis for analysis, children can
gradually be taught to recognize phonetic parts in words and
to use these parts in conjuntion with initial sounds, context
clues, etc. Gates and Booker^studied the way young children
learn to perceive words and found that children observed
primarily the length of words during study and depended on
the observation of lengths during recognition when such words
as cow, postman, dress, duck, football and dandelion were
given in a series, when the words were all the same length
and presented in the same way, most children perceived pri-
marily some small but outstanding detail such as the dot over
the i in pig, the ’’funny cross” in box, the similar beginning
and ending of window, and the ’’monkeys’ tail" on the y in mon-
key.
17. O’Donnell, M. and Carey, A* Alice and Jerry Guidebook
for Teachers .
18. Gates, A. !• The improvement of Reading .
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They continue to state that a method of learninti which de-
pends on the perception of such features is fated to function
effectively for only a short time. To perceive words by not-
ing, primarily only such minute characteristics leads to dif-
ficulties as soon as various words of similar visual families
are encountered. Beyond the early sta^^es of learning words,
this method of attack is serviceable for only a small number
of rather unique words. Gertrude Hildretlr^olds that the
’’whole” method rather than a highly analytical introduction
to reading symbols is popular in modern schools, introduc-
tion to reading by a highly analytical process such as
’’spelling out” or a phonetic scheme postpones the relating
of reading to content. The approach to reading by the ’’whole”
method subordinates mechanics to meaningful comprehension.
The localization of words which the reader eventually needs
for independence will come readily enough when maturity in
these preliminary achievements and when systematic practice
in word discrimination is provided.
One Immediately concludes from the foregoing opinions
of authorities that word perception is of extreme importance
to the Individual child in his learning to read. Although a
few are definitely ’’one-sided” in their judgments, most of
them noticeably tend to lean toward a fusion of methods there-
by leaving no possibilities for weaknesses to occur.
19. Hildreth, Gertrude - Learning the Three R * s
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Chapter II
Description of Tests
Procedure of Investigation
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8Description of Tests
Procedure of Investigation
It was decided to do the testing for this study in
towns which seemingly have specific approaches to the
teaching of reading. Town P. using the Aldine Readers
with a phonetic approach, andTown W. The Gates-Huber
Readers with the word as a unit approach. Supervisory
policies tended to favor phonics in Tovm P. v/hile they
tended to favor the v;ordas a unit in Town W.
Fifty unselected children in second grades of each
town were given various reading tests during the month
of March, 1938,
The following abilities were tested - Reading Capac-
ity; Reading Achievement; Quick Perception of Words and
Analysis of Words . Reading Capacity was determined by the
use of the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test which
is primarily a measure of the hearing comprehension of
vocabulary and paragraphs. The Reading Achievement was
measured by the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test,
which consists of a vocabulary test and a paragraph test
closely paralleling the capacity test.^^The reliability
of these tests is exceptionally hi^,
20. Manuel of Directions for Reading Capacity and
Achievement Tests,
,
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9These tests were given as group tests, A copy of these
tests may be found in the appendix.
For testing the quick perception of the children,
seventy-five words were selected at random from Gates -
"Reading Vocabulary for Primary Grades," The vocabularies
of the most recent primary books are checked against this
list. Twenty- five words each were chosen from the first,
second and third lists of five hundred words. To be sure
that the proper placement relative to difficulty was cor-
rect the Durrell-uiullivan Vocabulary List v;as used as a
standard for grade placement of the words.
The seventy-five words were then typed in Primer type
on a narrow strip of linen paper. This narrow strip can
be moved with facility in the Kibbe Tachistoscope, the
flash' device used to present the test to the children.
Determining the word perception ability of each child was
made possible by this test.
The test was given individually to fifty second grade
children in Town P, and fifty second grade children in
Town W, It will be recalled that the phonetic approach
to word perception is used in Tovm P, while the word as a
imit method is used in Tov/n W.
The shutter of the tachistoscope flashed over a word
in approximately one tenth of a second. If the child gave
'* l ;.s,. " * f' ... .'j*’ ' "i ' ' i! '^ r-' ^..o.
- !'
'
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10
the correct response a check was placed after the word.
If no response was given a zero was placed after the word.
If the answer v/as Incorrect it was recorded verbatim, and
the shutter opened to give the child an opportunity to
analyze the word. Again, if the v/ord were given correctly
a check was placed after the word; if not, the answer v/as
recorded verbatim.
A sample copy showing the scoring is on page 11,
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Statistical Cherts
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Capacity and Achievement Scores for Town w.
Case Chron, Capacity Achie vement
No
.
Sex Age Voc
.
Fara. Grade Voc. Fara, Grade
1 F 7.7 20 15 2.7 Absent
2 M 7.3 26 20 3.3 15 8 3.0
3 F 7.5 28 21 3.5 8 5 2.5
4 M 6.9 ]2 5 1.7 12 4 2.6
5 M 8.0 29 15 3.2 13 10 3.0
6 F 8.5 15 11 2,2 Absent
7 F 8.3 21 15 2.7 17 7 3.0
8 M 10.1 19 16 2.7 5 1 2.1
9 M 7.6 22 18 3.0 8 4 2.4
10 F 7.7 16 23 2.9 7 2 2.2
11 F 8.8 21 12 2.6 5 5 2.3
12 M 7.4 19 15 2.6 5 4 2.2
13 M 8.3 26 17 3.1 10 6 2.6
14 F 7.3 31 21 3.7 44 17 5.1
15 M 7.8 26 17 3.1 1 2 2.0
16 F 8.1 14 11 2.1 8 4 2.4
17 M 8.7 19 10 2.3 12 5 2.4
18 M 7.7 16 19 2.7 6 4 2.3
19 M 7.10 26 19 3.3 8 3 2.3
20 M 8.3 28 22 3.5 7 4 2.3
21 F 7.7 3 11 1.5 4 1 2.0
22 F 7.11 22 20 3.1 1 7 2.2
23 M 9.3 18 9 2.2 13 8 2.9
24 M 7.5 25 20 3.3 3 1 2.0
25 F 7.3 12 10 2.0 7 6 2.5
26 M 7.11 24 17 3.0 19 11 3.4
27 M 9.3 3 3 1.0 12 7 2.8
28 M 7.3 19 10 2.3 14 2 2.6
29 M 7.4 12 14 2.2 8 3 2.3
30 M 7.5 30 17 3.4 5 7 2.4
31 M 7.10 26 12 2.8 6 3 2.2
32 F 8.2 23 14 2.8 19 10 3.3
il
M
M '^:8 M 421 1.73.3 015 1 2.53.0
35 F 8.7 18 12 2.4 10 2 2.4
36 M 7.4 19 14 2.6 8 5 2.5
37 F 7.5 17 15 2.5 7 4 2.3
38 M 8.6 13 12 2.1 5 1 2.0
39 F 7.11 21 13 2.6 26 9 3.6
40 M 7.11 27 21 3.4 34 12 4.3
41 M 7.6 17 9 2.2 5 5 2.3
42 F 7.3 22 14 2.7 12 7 2,8
43 M 8.11 23 22 3.3 9 9 2.7
44 F 7.10 19 16 2.7 12 4 2,6
45 M 7.11 25 23 3.4 25 13 3.8
46 F 7.8 24 15 2.9 5 3 2.2
47 F 7.5 19 15 2.6 10 9 2.8
48 F 8.4 21 11 2.5 10 7 2.7
49 F 8.4 21 8 2.3 6 5 2.3
50 M 7.8 1 4 1.0 7 8 2.6
Ij
I
I1‘
13
Capacity and Achievement scores for Tovm P.
Case Chron. Capacity Achievement
No, sex Age Voc
.
Para. Crade Voc
.
Para • (irade
1 M 7.7 18 14 2.5 21 6 3.2
2 b' 7.3 19 13 2.5 18 8 3.2
3 F 7.2 20 17 2.8 30 6 3.7
4 F 7.11 24 16 3.0 12 1 2.5
5 M 7 .7 33 16 3.5 6 3 2.2
6 M 7.4 18 5 2.0 5 1 2.1
7 F 7.11 17 13 2.4 18 3 2.9
8. M 7.5 23 14 2.8 9 1 2.2
9 b‘ 7.2 18 13 2.5 11 5 2.6
10 M 8.6 19 16 2.7 1 5 2.1
11 M 7.8 20 11 3,5 32 7 3.9
12 M 7.11 19 14 2.6 5 2 2.1
13 b' 7.7 13 16 2.3 14 3 2.7
14 b' 7.2 15 14 2.3 5 4 2.2
15 M 7.8 16 11 2.2 16 4 2.3
16 F 7.3 17 10 2.2 15 4 2.8
17 M 8.6 19 16 2.7 13 5 2.7
18 e' 7.4 16 11 2.2 17 4 2.9
19 jp 6.5 12 10 2.0 18 1 2.8
20 M 7.9 20 9 2.3 29 3 3.5
21 M 8.2 25 13 2.8 9 3 2.4
22 e‘ 7.10 21 10 2.5 24 9 3.5
23 M 7.6 27 16 3.1 27 6 3.5
24 ill 7.10 22 11 2.6 25 8 3,5
25 M 7.9 19 15 2.6 6 6 2.4
26 b' 8.2 27 17 3.2 15 5 2.8
27 M 7.2 21 8 2.3 8 1 2.2
28 b' 7.0 21 12 2.6 35 9 4.1
29 S' 8.9 20 14 2.6 9 3 2.4
30 M 8,5 30 21 3.6 9 3 2.4
31 M 7.5 15 16 2,5 23 4 3.2
32 b‘ 7.8 19 18 2.8 10 6 2,6
33 iU 7.8 Id 9 • 2.1 7 4 2.3
34 iU 8.9 26 20 3.0 11 5 2.6
35 i?' 7.8 24 17 3.0 33 13 4.3
36 v 7.6 12 9 1.9 8 3 2.3
37 M 7.3 11 7 1.7 9 5 2.5
38 x‘ 7.9 28 17 3.3 33 8 4.0
39 x* 7.2 18 15 2.0 13 3 2.7
40 F 7.2 12 11 2.0 10 1 2.3
41 M 7.8 23 17 3.0 17 6 3.0
42 F 7.2 12 16 2.3 6 5 2,3
43 M 8.3 29 16 3.3 11 3 2.5
44 F 7.9 29 16 3.3 29 7 3.7
45 F 0.11 19 13 2.5 19 9 3.3
46 F 7 .6 25 17 3.1 27 5 3.5
47 F / .5 2U V 2.2 27 7 3.6
48 M 8.4 20 14 2,6 13 6 2.8
49 F 7.7 8 9 1.7 14 1 2.6
50 F 7.2 absent absent
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Statistics! Record of the Tachisto scope Test.
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Phonic
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aoi] ities.
In v^aick Perc option of v/ords the neon difference is
ten times the prohahle error.
In Rord Analysis the mean difference is thirteen and
fiyp tenths tines the prohahle error.
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Statistical Record of the Reading Capacit7
end Achievement Pe.ragra.ph Tests,
Capacit^A Pnregraph
Phonic hen- Phonic
Group
fp'irn Sp,m?p> P.H.r?
Group
hea.n Scoi;:e P.R.m Riff.m P.S.diff.
Tiff.
P.U.diff
13,65 • 62 14,53 • CO .72 .25 2.9
Achi evement Parag-reph
Phonic hon-Phonic
Group Group Riff.
This statistics, record indicates no significant
difference in the scores of the nhonic end non-plionic
groups on the Reading Gapr.cit*’’ end Achievement Test Paragraphs,
In the Achievement Paragraph Test the mean difference is
three and two tenths times the proha'ble error.
In the Oapacit:,* Paragraph Test the ne'^n difference is
tv^ and nine tenths times the nrohahle error
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Statistical Record of the Reading 0apacit7
and Achievenent Test ^ocaTiulf’ries.
Capac i tV Vo ca'oul a.rj''
Flionic ITon- Phonic
G-roup G-roup Di^f
«
iiean Snnre he-^n Score P.h.n liff-n P-E.diff- h’ -1 1
18.94 ,.'^8 19.94 .59 1.00 .22 4.5
Achievenent Vocahularj'’
PIionic
G-roup
n P.ir,.n
ITon-Phonic
(Group
:!ean Score P.R.n Oiff .n P.E.diff.
Diff.
r.R.diff
11..^ ^4 .34 4.54 .74 S .30 1.12 5,
This statistical record shows that the phonic
group is superior to the non-phonic grotip.
In the Achieveiient Vocahulaiv Test the mean
difference is six tines the proha.hle error.
In the Oapr-.city Vocahiilax;,^ Test the mean difference
is four and five tenths tines trie prohahle error.
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Siomnery £.nd Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to discover the relative
merits of direct phonic instruction end v;ord as a unit in-
struction in primary reading. Fifty children in each of
two towns v/ere chosen for study, in the first town direct
phonetic approach v/as encouraged both by the basal reading
system and by supervisory policy. In the second town the
word as a unit approach v/as similarly encouraged.
The fifty children were measured in regard to Hearing
Comprehension, Reading Comprehension, word Perception and
Word Analysis. The results were studied statistically with
the following findings:
1. The chind ren in the two towns were approximately
equal in Chronological Age and Read ng Capacity
and hadspent equal time in school.
2. In Quick Perception of words, the direct phonic-
group was markedly superior; the mean difference
being ten tin.es the probable error.
3. Word Analysis <the direct phonic group was superior;
the mean difference being thirteen and five tenths
times the probable error.
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4. The direct phonic group made higher scores in the
Heading Vocabulary Tests,
5, in Heading Achievement tests the groups show no
significant difference
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Sp'^.lling
T!ie plionetic group was superior to the non-phonetic
group in spel7.ing' ali^-itp. The medipn scores in the spelling
test in the IXirrell-Sul.livon Achievement Test of the forr.ier
group being 11.35 end of the latter group 3.28; the
difference being 5.58. This bprely fells a'iOrt of stetisticpl
significence.
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j’req'.’.enc" -iid Distri^.ition Sccros i- Si; ‘'.li--, T-^st
Plxc:,ic T-roup
*«7ord :'s , lT--.it G-ro'ap
_..i- —l__L .
r- r

Pj-onic ITon-Phonic
Sroup Group Diff
.
Score P.3.n llepgi Score P.S.m Diff.n ?.S.Tif:;\ F.:3.dif:" .
11.35 1.59 5.23 1.29 5.58 1.87 2.39
This st'^ti s'^ic^l record shove tiirt there is
no si j^ificn.nt diff'-'roren in the spe3.1i:\_; scores het’-^een
the 'honic ^jroup :>nd ' he non-p’^oric i^roup.
The ’e-'n di:'“erence is less ^h^n t]:ree tines
the pro of^ ole error
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DURRELL-SULLIVAN
READING ANALYSIS
For Grades 2 to 6
By DONALD D. DURRELL
Professor of Education and Director of the Educational Clinic, Boston University
and HELEN BLAIR SULLIVAN
Assistant Director of the Educational Clinic, Boston University
Name Age Grade
School Teacher
City State
Date Boy or Girl
Test Score Grade
Hearing Comprehension
1. Vocabulary
2. Paragraphs
Average Hearing Comprehension
Reading Comprehension
1. Vocabulary
2. Paragraphs
Average Reading Comprehension
Spelling
Written Recall Rating
Copyright 1937
DONALD D. DURRELL
HELEN BLAIR SULLIVAN
Boston, Mass.
2 Hearing Vocabulary
Hearing Vocabulary 3
Written Recall
4 Hearing Comprehension
Hearing Comprehension 5
6 Hearing Comprehension I
)
)
)
Word Meaning
An apple is a kind of 1. paint 2. metal 3. animal 4. fruit 5. chair
Large means 1. angry 2. big 3. hurt 4. little 5. like
To shut means to 1. help 2. give 3. take 4. run 5. close
1. A dog is an 1. answer 2. elephant 3. animal 4. excuse 5. orange ( )
2. A robin is a 1. crow 2. bird 3. bug 4. flower 5. leaf ( )
3. To bring is to 1. find 2. carry 3. think 4. lose 5. fall ( )
4. Small means 1. hurry 2. large 3. little 4. like 5. help ( )
5. To fall is to 1. pay 2. lift 3. touch 4. drop 5. face ( )
6. To bake is to 1. break 2. lose 3. cook 4. speak 5. copy ( )
7. A dollar is 1. copper 2. money 3. business 4. healthy 5. clothing ( )
8. A voice is used to 1. clamp 2. speak 3. point 4. write 5. mark ( )
9. A potato is a 1. song 2. planet 3. postman 4. table 5. vegetable ( )
10. Beef is a kind of 1. horse 2. boat 3. maze 4. ranch 5. meat ( )
11. To chop means 1. roll 2. note 3. come 4. chide 5. cut ( )
12. If a thing is above it is 1. glad 2. higher 3. short 4. pleasant 5. between ( )
13. A thing that is bent is 1. warm 2. crooked 3. sharp 4. straight 5. tight ( )
14. Travel means 1. trouble 2. journey 3. serious 4. prepare 5. junction ( )
15. Oil is used for 1. fuel 2. water 3. fun 4. writing 5. presents ( )
16. Quarrel means 1. stop 2. travel 3. fight 4. forget 5. throw' ( )
17. A hall is a 1. horn 2. road 3. tooth 4. room 5. field ( )
18. An island is surrounded by 1. sugar 2. gardens 3. earth 4. salad 5. water ( )
19. Remain means 1. ride 2. measure 3. happen 4. accompany 5. stay ( )
20. Salt is used on 1. holidays 2. water 3. food 4. birds 5. flowers ( )
21. Marriage means 1. image 2. civil 3. bitter 4. obtain 5. w edding ( )
22. A carpenter makes things of 1. iron 2. stone 3. cement 4. wood 5. grass ( )
23. A maid is a 1. smile 2. father 3. girl 4. heart 5. fruit ( )
24. A palace is a 1. crown 2. storm 3. land 4. policeman 5. building ( )
25. A helmet is worn on the 1. knees 2. breast 3. feet 4. head 5. elbows ( )
26. When you miss school you are 1. tardy 2. absent 3. present 4. taught 5. fair ( )
27. A person is alone who is without 1. money 2. food 3. company 4. shelter 5. danger ( )
28. A stomach is part of the 1. sea 2. sky 3. body 4. country 5. world ( )
29. A man’s daughter is his 1. child 2. parent 3. sister 4. son 5. niece ( )
30. Ill means 1. well 2. hungry 3. sick 4. safe 5. sorry ( )
31. Excellent means very 1. weak 2. poor 3. happy 4. good 5. tired ( )
32. A hive is for 1. oil 2. school 3. bees 4. peaches 5. robbers ( )
33. To tumble is to 1. type 2. ask 3. knock 4. fall 5. tickle ( )
34. A grandparent is an 1. antagonist 2. elephant 3. ancestor 4. imposter 5. umpire ( )
35. A smell is an 1. amount 2. answer 3. office 4. odor 5. idea ( )
36. An elm is a 1. mold 2. helm 3. bug 4. tree 5. tool ( )
37. A mule is a 1. splinter 2. pearl 3. beast 4. ditch 5. handle ( )
8 Word Meaning
38. Costly things are 1. expensive 2. pliant 3. scorched 4. liberal 5. domestic ( )
39. An author is a 1. writer 2. policeman 3. statesman 4. treasurer 5. patron ( )
40. A mayor is an 1. expert 2. animal 3. invalid 4. umbrella 5. official ( )
41. A zone is a 1. number 2. stepson 3. region 4. sliver 5. habit ( )
42. To injure is to 1. slump 2. insure 3. wound 4. sell 5. splash ( )
43. To rouse means to 1. waken 2. rule 3. roast 4. throw 5. love ( )
44. Mild means 1. gentle 2. price 3. wild 4. new 5. behind ( )
45. Wicked means 1. generous 2. grateful 3. unselfish 4. evil 5. brilliant
. ( )
46. To make preparations is to get 1. over 2. measles 3. ready 4. upon 5. cloudy ( )
47. A selection is a 1. choice 2. capital 3. desire 4. bullet 5. folder ( )
48. To tour is to 1. prepare 2. toast 3. lean 4. travel 5. trust ( )
49. Twinkle means 1. wrinkle 2. ringing 3. pitiful 4. glisten 5. feeble ( )
50. Coarse cloth is 1. smooth 2. fine 3. rough 4. cold 5. short ( )
51. A bough is a 1. limb 2. leaf 3. pail 4. crest 5. trunk ( )
52. To welcome means to 1. endure 2. persist 3. receive 4. believe 5. practice .
. ( )
53. A blunt thing is 1. thin 2. sharp 3. disagreeable 4. black 5. dull ( )
54. Circular means 1. careless 2. familiar 3. round 4. square 5. jealous ( )
55. Skillful means 1. laborious 2. excited 3. radical 4. expert 5. kindly ( )
56. Interior means 1. inferior 2. above 3. empty 4. dreary 5. inside ( )
57. Stupid means 1. studious 2. false 3. stylish 4. cowardly 5. dull ( )
58. To surrender is to 1. surround 2. soften 3. colonize 4. dance 5. yield . . .
. ( )
59. Destruction causes 1. discipline 2. ruin 3. government 4. scandal 5. satisfaction ( )
60. To convince means to 1. declare 2. design 3. combine 4. persuade 5. nourish ( )
61. A sign is an 1. offering 2. agreement 3. acquaintance 4. indication 5. address ( )
62. A portion is a 1. gate 2. home 3. wall 4. riddle 5. share ( )
63. To overcome is to 1. discover 2. happen 3. anticipate 4. defeat 5. worry ( )
64. An insult is an 1. instinct 2. insertion 3. anouncement 4. embrace 5. offence ( )
65. To confirm is to make 1. angry 2. equal 3. trouble 4. time 5. certain ( )
66. Valiant means 1. valid 2. lenient 3. brave 4. royal 5. loyal ( )
67. To kindle means to 1. pick 2. range 3. light 4. soil 5. assist ( )
68. Abrupt means 1. exclude 2. neutral 3. recent 4. sudden 5. rugged ( )
69. Fatigue means 1. fatal 2. faithful 3. conflict 4. dodge 5. weariness ( )
70. A durable thing is 1. fantastic 2. courteous 3. modified 4. lasting 5. moist ( )
71. Fourscore is the same as 1. fourteen 2. fortnight 3. eighty 4. twenty 5. four ( )
72. To ratify is to 1. confuse 2. approve 3. assist 4. report 5. poison ( )
73. To rebel is to 1. realize 2. pledge 3. justify 4. resist 5. flourish ( )
74. Sullen means 1. sultry 2. satisfied 3. credulous 4. harmful 5. surly ( )
75. Probability means 1. disheveled 2. originality 3. likelihood 4. sincerity 5. enthusiasm ( )
Reading Comprehension 9
Sample.
One warm, sunny day Helen and her
brother went on a trip to the beach. Their
mother and aunt went with them. They took
their bathing suits so that they could all go
into the water. When noontime came they
had lunch on the sand. After lunch the chil-
dren gathered seashells. They saw a star-
fish and some funny little crabs.
A. What did Helen and her brother do?
1.
went to see their aunt 2. went to
the seashore 3. went on a train
4. went for crabs 5. went fishing ( )
B. The weather was 1. quiet 2. funny
3. fair 4. gloomy 5. rainy ( )
C. The best name for this story is 1. Helen
and her Aunt 2. Gathering Shells
3. Eating Lunch Outdoors 4. One
Warm Day 5. A Trip to the Beach
( )
I.
Mary and John go to camp as soon as school
closes in the summer. They go on the train
and stay until it is time for school to open
again in the fall. They have a happy time at
camp because there are many other boys and
girls there too. They ride, swim, and play
games together every day.
A. When do Mary and John go to camp?
1. before school 2. when school is
over 3. in the fall 4. when school
starts 5. every day - ( )
B. Which word tells what kind of a time the
children have at camp? 1. lonesome
2. sad 3. joyous 4. funny 5. weary
( )
G. How do the children travel to camp?
1. on a train 2. on a bus 3. in an auto-
mobile 4. on a car 5. in an aeroplane
( )
D. The best name for this story would be
1. Glose of School 2. Playing Games
3. A Trip on the Train 4. A Summer
at Camp 5. The Boys at Camp ( )
E. Why do the children enjoy camp life?
1. glad to be away for the summer
2. like the ride on the train 3. glad to
be out of school 4. fun staying in camp
5. fun playing games with the other
children ( )
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II.
Jack had a new fishlinc. llis father took
him fishing in a little brook at the back of his
grandfather’s house. Jack was the first to
feel a bite. There was a strong pull at his
line. He tried hard to pull the fish out of
the water, but it pulled so hard his father had
to help him. I le was happy when he saw his
fish lying on the grass near the stream.
A. Jack went 1. to his grandfather’s house
2. into the water 3. fishing with his
father 4. to buy a fishline 5. to the
ocean to fish ( )
B. The fish 1. helped 2. struggled 3. ate
4. tried 5. fell ( )
C. Jack tried 1. to fish near the stream
2. pull his father back 3. land his own
fish 4. put fish in the brook 5. to lie
on the grass ( )
D. The best name for this story is 1. A Trip
to Grandfather’s 2. Catching Some
Fish 3. Jack’s Fishing Trip 4. Buy-
ing a New Fishline 5. How Father
Fished ( )
E. Jack enjoyed his trip because 1. the fish
got away 2. the brook was near
grandfather’s 3. he caught a fine fish
4. he went to a stream 5. his father
helped him ( )
III.
In the cold Northlands many animals go to
sleep for the whole winter. I'hey have to store
up enough fat on their bodies in the summer
time to last them all winter while they are
sleeping. These animals grow huge in the
summer. Bears, which are among the ani-
mals who sleep all winter, get so large in the
summer that they can hardly move about.
All these animals who sleep during the winter
crawl into caves or hollow trees when winter
nears and stay until spring comes once more.
When they come out they are very thin and
starving.
A. How' do the animals who sleep through
the winter get their winter food?
1. by carrying their food in with them
2. by getting fat in summer 3. by com-
ing out for food as they need it 4. by
eating the bark of trees 5. by living on
small animals ( )
B. The climate where these animals live
is very 1. w indy 2. w arm 3. breezy
4. cold 5. hot ( )
G. How do the animals look when they
come out of the cave? 1. huge and fat
2. lean and hungry 3. thin and tired
4. large and strong 5. huge and starv-
ing ( )
D. The best title for this story would be
1. Bears Who Go Into Caves 2. Thin
and Flungry Animals 3. Animals Who
Sleep Through the Winter 4. Large
Animals Sleep in Winter 5. While
They Are Sleeping ( )
E. The animals who sleep through the win-
ter make winter dens 1. in the sum-
mer time 2. in the open woods
3. w hen spring comes 4. in caverns or
hollow logs 5. while they are sleep-
ing ( )
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IV.
The St. Bernards are among the bravest of
dogs. They are large and very strong. In
Switzerland these dogs are trained to go out
and find travellers who are lost in the snow-
drifts on the high mountains. A first aid kit
containing food and medicine is hung about
their necks and a warm blanket is strapped
on their backs. When they find worn out
travellers they dig them out of the snow and
help them if they are awake and able to move.
If the traveller is injured and helpless the
dog is trained to go back to the town below
and bring aid. Many lives are saved every
year by these fearless animals.
A. What is the most valuable thing that St.
Bernard dogs do? 1. they can climb
over snowdrifts 2. they are large and
strong 3. they are trained to rescue
lost travellers 4. they are good moun-
tain climbers 5. they carry first aid
kits ( )
B. The St. Bernard dog is 1. cowardly
2. speedy 3. courageous 4. rough
5. fierce ( )
G. How does the dog assist worn out travel-
lers? 1. by digging large holes in the
snow' 2. climbing the drifts to the
traveller 3. bringing first aid 4. cov-
ering him with a blanket 5. by his
great strength ( )
D. The best title for this story is 1. Training
Dogs 2. Th^ Heroic St. Bernard
3. A Strange St. Bernard Dog
4. People Lost in Mountains 5. Travel-
ling Through Snowdrifts ( )
E. What do the dogs do for the travellers they
cannot help? 1. stand man on his feet
2. give him food and medicine
3. return to the village for aid
4. carry him down the mountain
5. give him the first aid kit ( )
V.
The camel possesses a most uncommon body
which almost seems made to order for the
many purposes he fills in the life of the desert
people. His mouth is peculiarly fitted for
securing food. The strong membrane and
powerful teeth enable him to tear off the dry
shrubs and stiff, prickly cactus of the desert.
His hugh nostrils allow him to breathe deeply.
They close tightly when a sandstorm arises,
thus shutting out the choking sands. His
hump, a mere lump of fat, is of great use if food
fails, for he can obtain nourishment from
it for many days. He is also provided
with inside reservoirs which hold enough
water to last him for four or five days. Un-
fortunately the camel is dull. To kneel
down at a given signal is about the only
trick he ever learns. Although the camel
is homely he is nevertheless valuable, for with-
out him many portions of the earth would re-
main untravelled.
A. The camel is 1. more intelligent than the
horse 2. capable of learning a great
deal 3. rather unintelligent 4. poorly
taught 5. friendly and intelligent
( )
B. The body of the camel is 1. unfortunate
2. unusual 3. graceful 4. evil
5.
inspiring ( )
G. The mouth of the camel 1. is harmed by
thorny cactus 2. is small and tough
3. is well suited for procuring food
4. tightens when a sandstorm arises
5. provides an inside reservoir ( )
D. The best title for this story is 1. The
Body of the Gamel 2. The Useful-
ness of the Gamel 3. The Stupidity of
the Gamel 4. Sandstorms on the
Desert 5. How the Gamel Eats ( )
E. The camel is 1. unsuited for desert travel
2. helpless in a sandstorm 3. a tricky
animal 4. well adapted for desert
travel 5. friendly and intelligent ( )
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VI.
Bill vaulted the fence into the corral and
faced the bucking pony. At his approach the
little animal struck out with his fore feet, but
Bill was quick and avoided him. The boy
caught the pony close to the head and with a
rapid movement sprang into the stirrups.
Then began the real task. With head down,
back up, and whinnying loudly, the animal
reared into the air, bouncing back to earth
with terrific force. He tried every trick pos-
sible to throw his rider, plunging and rearing
in all directions, but Bill held on. Finally,
after many minutes, the exhausted pony, wet
with perspiration, stood still. His nostrils
trembled, but one felt that though his body
had been subdued, his spirit was still unbroken.
A. When Bill approached, the pony w as
1. tired and impossible 2. quieted in
spirit 3. impatient to be ridden
4. fatigued from overactivity
5. thrown to the ground ( )
B. The pony was finally 1. overbalanced
2. exultant 3. overpowered 4. dis-
tracted 5. restored ( )
G. The little pony tried to 1. outlive his
rider 2. aid the boy 3. unseat his
rider 4. exhaust the animal
5. butt Bill
( )
D. The best title for this story is 1. Riding
the Range 2. An Exhausted Pony
3. Breaking a Pony 4. A Perspiring
Pony 5. Bill Approached a Pony
( )
E. The article illustrates 1. how' to enter a
corral 2. a whinny ing pony
3
trickery in riding 4. leading a pony
5. skill in horsemanship ( )
VII.
Studying bird life w ith a camera is certainly
an entrancing sport. One can engage in it
without destroying life, yet get great satisfac-
tion from the thrilling activities it offers. The
sport is appropriate for any time or place.
From it one can derive all sorts of adventures,
for to be a good photographer of birds in their
native haunts it is necessary to climb trees and
cliffs as w ell as travel on land and water. How'
interesting it is to find their nests, learn where
they stay at various times during the day, how
the young are fed and cared for, and to procure
photographs of the birds in various attitudes.
Hiking w ith the camera through the woods is
always an enjoyment. There is a feeling of
excitement and expectancy present, for one
never knows at what moment he may come
upon some unusual bird activity .
A. Making studies of bird life is interesting
because 1. they haunt native places
2. of the various activities one can ob-
serve 3. it is always done on water
4. the young are fed and cared for
5. the sport is appropriate ( )
B. Using a camera in place of a rifle encour-
ages wild life by promoting 1. destruc-
tion 2. conservation 3. dissatisfac-
tion 4. conversation 5. haunts ( )
C. Bird study is a satisfying sport because
1. the young are fed 2. the birds like it
3. one can get eggs out of nests
4. it can be enjoyed during all seasons
5. one can use a rifle ( )
D. The best title for this story is 1. Interest-
ing Birds 2. The Excitement of Ad-
venture 3. Taming Wild Birds
4. Photography of Wild Birds
5. Destroying Bird Life ( )
E. Taking pictures of bird life is fascinating
because 1. it is helped by a camera
2. it takes much time 3. it gives more
bird pictures 4. it brings adventure
without destruction of life 5. it scat-
ters the birds about ( )
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VIII.
In the part of our country which gets very
little rain in the summer the ground must be
wet by irrigation to make the plants grow.
Otherwise all the crops would be spoiled by
dry weather. This form of agriculture is
carried on in states where snow is found high
up in the mountains the entire year. A large
reservoir is made by damming up the moun-
tain streams. The snow, melting in summer,
rushes into a stream. This in turn is joined to
a large ditch. A.t the head of the ditch is an
intake gate. This can be opened and closed
at will. In this way water is drawn off and
the various fields are irrigated. The water
can be turned on whenever the fields need it.
The parts of our country where irrigation is
possible seldom have crop failures, because
water can be secured when it is needed.
A. This form of agriculture is carried on
where 1. crops are grown in summer
2. mountain streams make it possible
3. cities are near 4. there are large
reservoirs 5. there are crop failures
( )
B. Because irrigation is possible crop fail-
ures are 1. increased 2. reduced
3. possible 4. permitted 5. eliminated
( )
C. How do they stop the water from flood-
ing the fields? 1. by damming the
ditch 2. by use of gates 3. by opening
the reservoir 4. by irrigating the fields
5. by drawing off the water ( )
D. The best title for this story would be
I. Damming Up Streams 2. Supplying
Water for Irrigation 3. Crops in Dry
Weather 4. Building Huge Dams
5. Supplying Water for Colorado ( )
E. Land that is irrigated yields better har-
vests because 1. in summer it gets little
rain 2. it is high up in the mountains
3. water may be applied as needed
4. the water can be turned off
5. agriculture is carried on ( )
IX.
Sugar beets must be raised where cheap
labor can be secured because the plants re-
quire a great deal of cultivation, most of
which must be done by hand. First the plants
are thinned and then blocked to get the cor-
rect number in the rows. The roots from
which the sugar is extracted are not like the
red beets which are eaten as vegetables, but
are more like the common turnips. These
roots are washed, sliced, and soaked in water.
The water is later drawn off and boiled into
beet syrup. Then the syrup is changed to a
brown sugar called raw sugar. The last step
is to send the raw sugar through the refinery,
where it is cleaned and whitened. Then the
white sugar is ready to be boxed and sold for
use in our homes.
A. Sugar beets must be raised where labor
is not expensive because they require
1. much tillage 2. much washing
3. many plants in a row 4. soaking in
water 5. much boiling ( )
B. What kind of labor is most used in the
raising of sugar beets? 1. machine
2. manual 3. difficult 4. easy
5. unusual ( )
G. The raw sugar is 1. made into syrup
2. refined and whitened 3. boxed and
sold 4. left as it is 5. changed to
brown sugar ( )
D. The best title for this story is 1. Block-
ing and Thinning Beets 2. Colorado
Sugar Beets 3. How Beet Sugar is
Obtained 4. Cleaning Raw Sugar
5. How jSeet Sugar is Whitened ( )
E. Raising sugar beets requires 1. inexpen-
sive labor 2. syrup changed to sugar
3. sugar to be cleaned 4. many com-
mon turnips 5. raw sugar ( )
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Airplanes are growing more important
every year. Today they have travelled to
almost every part of the world and into many
places that would otherwise have remained
unexplored. Daring pilots have been re-
sponsible for many outstanding feats. They
have gone to the aid of dying men when there
was no other opportunity of reaching them.
At one time serum was carried to Alaska by
plane and saved the lives of many children
who were seriously ill of diphtheria. Every
day of the year, and in all kinds of weather,
Uncle Sam’s pilots carry the mail through the
air. Practically every day one reads of some
new achievements of airplanes.
A. Airplanes have rendered valuable
service to humanity by 1. having no
other opportunity 2. aiding the sick
and dying 3. helping boys to become
pilots 4. carrying many diseases
5. taking passengers in the air ( )
B. The life of an airplane pilot is 1. lone-
some 2. easy 3. hazardous 4. happy
5. high ( )
G. Airplanes are used for a variety of serv-
ices such as 1. exploring, carrying
mail, and aiding the sick 2. carrying
mail in all sorts of weather 3. bring-
ing serum to diphtheria patients
4. serving humanity 5. travelling in all
kinds of weather ( )
D. The best title for this story is 1. Mail
Pilots 2. Exploring With Airplanes
3.
Value of Airplanes 4. Life of an Air
Pilot 5. A Trip to Alaska ( )
E. The accomplishments of airplanes are
1.
unimportant 2. understanding
3. trivial 4. significant 5. serious
( )
XI.
The mode of living on the plantations of the
South was vastly different from that of the
early New England people. The spacious
Southern mansions, surrounded by the many
slave cabins, gardens, and poultry yards, were
often in themselves small villages. While
many of these planters were living in wasteful
extravagance, the Puritans of New England
were living in modest two room homes. They
were thrifty people who were not in favor of
the riotous living and entertaining of the
planters. The New England people were
more interested in the establishment of good
common schools for all people, while the rich
planters did not favor this idea. They had
tutors at home for their children, or sent them
to Europe to be educated.
A. The New Englanders were interested in
1. having tutors for their sons
2. organizing good public schools
3. educating their children in England
4. living in two rooms 5. riotous living
and entertaining ( )
B. Which word best describes a Southern
planter? 1. frugal 2. gallant 3. brave
4. weak 5. la^ ish ( )
G. Which word best describes a New Eng-
land home? 1. magnificent 2. insig-
nificant 3. unpretentious 4. extensive
5. valuable ( )
D. The best title for this story is
1. A story of education 2. A Gompari-
son of the Life of the Planters
3. Northern and Southern Modes of
Living 4. The Thrifty New England
People 5. Good Schools for All ( )
E. The Southern gentleman desired 1. com-
mon education for all 2. the organiz-
ing of good public schools 3. good edu-
cation for members of his own family
4. tutors for children in New England
5. good free schools for planters’ sons
( )
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XII.
The pulmotor, a device for the resuscitation
of persons suffering from gas poisoning,
drowning, or electric shock, consists of a tank
of compressed oxygen which is thinned with
air and pumped into the lungs of the patient.
It must be remembered that if breathing is to
be produced artificially the process must be be-
gun within ten minutes after the breathing has
stopped or the person may not revive. There-
fore it is not safe to wait to begin to revive the
person until the pulmotor arrives. Some other
method of restoring consciousness should be
attempted in order to avoid a fatality. While
the pulmotor can be of great advantage, it is
also a very dangerous instrument in the hands
of an inexperienced person. There is great
peril, if the instrument is not pfoperly handled,
of drawing the air out of the small air cells in
the lungs and collapsing them.
A. The pulmotor is an instrument for 1. col-
lapsing the lungs 2. avoiding drown-
ing 3. inducing artificial respiration
4. administering electric shock
5. inducing carbon monoxide ( )
B. What is conveyed to the patient by means
of the pulmotor? 1. concentrated oxy-
gen 2. a device of great advantage
3. air cells which collapse 4. a mixture
of oxygen diluted with air 5. a com-
bination of oxygen and nitrogen ( )
G. If the person is to be resuscitated, artificial
respiration should be started I. by a
dangerous instrument 2. for collap-
sing the lungs 3. within ten minutes
4. by a tank of oxygen 5. by an inex-
perienced person ( )
D. What should one do while waiting for
the pulmotor? 1. attempt to avoid the
instrument 2. apply another type of
resuscitation 3. pump oxygen from a
tank 4. draw air out of lungs 5. di-
lute the air ( )
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E. Why is the pulmotor a menace in the
hands of a novice? 1. the danger of in-
juring the stomach 2. might not ar-
rive on time 3. can be of great advan-
tage 4. should be properly handled
5.
danger of collapsing the lungs ( )
Spelling
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6
.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17^
18.
19^
20.
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I.
Blackie was a little kitten. One day a big dog chased him. He became
frightened and ran up a tree. After he got high up in the branches he was afraid
to come down. The little girl who owned him came and stood beneath the
tree. She called to Blackie and showed him his dish of milk, hoping he would
want his supper enough to try to come down. But he would not come. Finally
her father called the fire chief. He sent a fireman with a ladder. The man went
up the tree and carried little Blackie down. The little girl was happy to have
her kitten again.
II.
John could hardly wait, so anxious was he to try the new canoe he had
received for his birthday. As soon as he finished his breakfast he raced with his
brother and sister to the lake. Here they examined his splendid new gift.
John’s father showed him how to use the paddles and told him that he might
take his brother and sister for a short ride in the canoe, but warned him that
he must not go too far from shore before he was thoroughly familiar with
handling the new craft. All went smoothly, and gradually John forgot his
caution and drifted farther from shore. Suddenly^ there came a great gust of
wind. In a moment the lake was filled with heavy waves. John struggled to
keep the little canoe upright. Luckily they were not far from a small island.
He steered for this and reached the shore just as a particularly large wave
turned the boat bottom side up. The three children scrambled from the water
out on to the island just as another huge wave came in. The boat floated away,
and John feared he had lost his precious gift. But a party in a little steamer
presently came to the aid of the stranded children and rescued the boat which
had blown a distance away.
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